
Quick Start Guide

This document contains a visual tour and brief overview of the Smith College Proxy

Carbon Lifecycle Cost Calculator. The screenshot to the right shows the appearance of

the template upon initially opening the spreadsheet.

Color Coding
Shading of the Input Tables tab is a guide to where information is entered into the tool.

Light green cells indicate spaces to enter project specific information.

Darker purple cells contain information that must be adjusted for different institutions but

is unlikely to vary from project to project at a specific institution.

Light purple cells indicate cells that contain reasonable proxies that can be relevant

across institutions. They can be kept as is, but they may also be updated if more precise

institution-specific information is available.

Once shaded cells are filled in, white cells in the Alternative Tabs and the Result

Comparisons Tab contain results generated by the tool.

Understanding Scenarios
The primary purpose of the spreadsheet is to compare costs across scenarios. By

default, the spreadsheet includes three scenarios (Baseline, Alternative A, and

Alternative B), whose names appear in the top-right section of the Input Tables tab.

Scenarios can be added, removed, or renamed using the macro buttons to the right, so

they will all be referred to as “scenarios” throughout this tutorial. Information noted by the

rows will be entered in the corresponding scenario column.

Primary Tabs

Subsequent pages of this guide provide specific detail on the tool’s primary tabs: Input

Tables, Result Comparisons, and Alternative tabs for each scenario and demonstrate

where to enter information and how to interpret the results.
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Assumptions
This section sets project and institution specific

assumptions.

Capital Costs
This section holds information about the upfront

costs of each scenario as well as initial carbon

emissions for institutions that choose to track

embodied or construction carbon emissions.

Annual Input Use
Annual input use and costs for each scenario

are entered into this section of the tool.

Year Specific Material

& Labor Costs
Any irregularly occurring costs beyond

replacement costs and annual consumption can

be entered into either the Year Specific Material

or Labor Cost sections.

Project Details
This section gives users the chance to enter as

much detail as they would like about the

scenarios being analyzed. Title and description

are for user convenience and allow the Sayre

Carbon Pricing Lab to better understand how

the tool is used if you choose to share your final

analysis.



Input Tables Tab
Assumptions
This section includes a mix of project specific and institution specific 

assumptions that affect the lifecycle cost calculations and interpretation.
Study Period: Annual consumption on inputs is computed for this many years. 

This period can be set between 1 and 60 years. 

Base Price Year: All prices in the spreadsheet will be measured in this year’s 

dollars if you are using the Constant Dollar Method. If you are using the 

Nominal Dollar Method, prices identified as “present values” are in this year’s 

dollars.   

Year of Investment: Notes the year in which initial capital costs are incurred. 

Year Operation Begins: Notes the year in which annual consumption begins. 

Proxy Carbon Price in Base Price Year & Carbon Price Escalation Rate:

This value can be set by each institution individually or you can use the default 

values. As with other escalation rates, the Carbon Price Escalation Rate should 

be consistent with the chosen accounting method.

Accounting Method: Describes the convention used for addressing inflation. 

More specific information on selecting an accounting method can be found 

here. Your Discount Rate, Materials Escalation Rate, and Labor Escalation 

Rate should be consistent with the accounting method chosen. 

https://docs.google.com/document/u/1/d/1R4iLOaxmQSSFQRIyBxwYyDUR-d2zk6r31P699Hf-vTo/edit


Input Tables Tab
Project Details 
This section of the Input Tables Tab includes qualitative information about project and the scenarios.

Project and Scenarios Titles: Manually enter the title of your project in the green

cell. Scenario names (e.g. Baseline, Alternative A and Alternative B) should be

changed to suit the user’s analysis. Rename alternatives using the macro buttons

rather than manually editing the cells to maintain consistency throughout the

spreadsheet.

Detailed Description: Manually enter descriptions of each scenario and the

project overall to include important details not captured by the titles.

Compute NPV as comparison with: Use this drop-down menu to set how

scenarios are compared to each other. How alternatives are compared to each

other will translate to how the results in the Results Comparison Tab can be

interpreted. Depending on the details of your analysis, it may make sense to

compare all scenarios to the Baseline (which includes comparing the Baseline to

itself). Other combinations are possible, like comparing Baseline to itself,

Alternative A to Baseline, and Alternative B to Alternative A. These comparison

schematics can be altered at any point in the process. If the Baseline and

Alternatives are renamed using the macro buttons, the comparison alternatives

may need to be reset. The options available in the drop-down list will always match

the current set of scenario names.

Project Type: These cells open to a dropdown list of potential applications of the

tool. Categorizing your analysis helps distinguish projects from one another. If you

choose to share your analysis once it is complete, it also helps us gain insight into

the context in which the tool is used.



Input Tables Tab
Capital Costs
This section enables you to input the upfront expenses, incentives, and lifetime expectancy related to each scenario. Additionally, if your

institution is tracking embodied carbon emissions, this section allows you to incorporate the initial carbon emissions of each scenario.

Initial investment: Refers to the amount of money required to begin the project. This expenditure occurs in the Investment Year identified in the

assumptions section.

Initial carbon emissions: If you wish to include it in your analysis, enter the embodied carbon associated with each scenario here. This row is

measured in MTCO2e.

Incentives: If applicable, financial incentives for each scenario can be entered here.

Net Cost: Net Cost will be generated by the tool once Initial Investment and Incentives have been entered.

Expected Life & Replacement Cost: If any scenario requires replacement on a regular cycle, then the tool has the capability to include this

regularly incurred replacement cost. To include this capability, enter the replacement cost in base year dollars and the expected life. If the expected

life is 6 years, the replacement cost will be incurred in year 6 of operation to be ready for use at the beginning of the next period. Use of this

capability is optional but should be included if the replacement costs or lifetimes vary substantially across scenarios.



Input Tables Tab
Annual Input Use
Annual inputs for each scenario/ alternative is entered into this section of the tool. Input use can vary between scenarios but this section is only

suitable for inputs that are used in constant amounts or for constant annual costs. If your scenarios include any additional annual input that are

not yet included in the tool, placeholder rows can be used to account for these kinds of inputs. Any inputs that are not constant across years

should not be included here and instead should be entered in the Year Specific Material Costs or Year Specific Labor Costs.

Placeholder A-G: Additional inputs used annually in constant dollar amounts may be entered in this section. Annual expectations of labor and

materials can be included here rather than the Year Specific Labor and Materials Costs sections if they are expected to remain constant or to rise

at constant escalation rate over time.

Base Price Year indicates the year to which the base price applies. The base price year of any given input can be changed independently as

quality of available data improves. The Base Price Year does not need to stay consistent across inputs.



Input Tables Tab
Year Specific Material & Labor Costs
Any scenario-specific or irregularly occurring costs beyond replacement costs and annual consumption can be entered into either the Year Specific Materials

Costs or Year Specific Labor Costs sections. Costs can be identified by either Calendar Year or Project Life Year.



Result Comparisons Tab

This tab creates a final overview of how each scenario’s output metrics

compare. You can alter how scenarios are compared to each other in the

Input Table Tab to observe changes here.

Definitions of each output metric can be found in the comments of the

tool or the glossary of the How-to Guide.



Alternative Tabs
Summary Chart (Baseline & Alternative) 
Alternative Tabs provide expanded information for each scenario based on the chosen comparison alternative. With each analysis, the Alternative Tab for a scenario that is

compared to itself will have more blank space and a different graph than the other scenarios, as many of the output metrics are measures of the difference between

scenarios and do not apply if any alternative is compared to itself. Definitions of output metrics can be found in the glossary of the How-to Guide. The green cells provide a

space to include additional considerations and to record recommendations.


